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tackling unfair
competition
Hong Kong’s
Competition Law Is
Set to Go Live. Are
You Ready?

Rethinking Our
Tourism Appeal

T

he numbers released following the recent “golden week” holiday
have reinforced the dismal narrative of declining fortunes
facing the tourism and retail sectors in Hong Kong. Although
visitor arrivals managed to eke out an increase on a year-on-year
basis (bolstered by transit passengers and university examination
candidates), per capita spending remains weak.
According to the Government, arrivals increased by a mere 1.5%
over the same period last year (amidst the Occupy Movement) to 1.33
million in the week ending 7 October. Some 75% or 1.1 million were
from the Mainland, representing a growth of 2.3%. The figures are
the worst since a small decline in visitor numbers in 2006.
The sustained deterioration in Hong Kong’s tourism and retail
sectors can be attributable to headwinds coming from outside and
within the SAR. A cocktail of factors such as the continuing uncertain
outlook for the global economy, a stronger Hong Kong dollar
compounded by weaker foreign currencies, and easier visa policies in
other popular tourist destinations such as Europe and Japan have all
contributed to market woes domestically.
It is easy to fall prey to such negativity, but it is also useful to
remind ourselves that there are areas where we can take effective
action to stem and even reverse the ebbing tide of falling visitor
numbers. One of these is to diversify our markets. The Mainland will
continue to be a very important source of visitors for Hong Kong, but
more can be done to promote ourselves in other markets.
There will also be the need for a wholesale rethink on what we can
offer visitors instead of limiting ourselves to being a mere shopping
haven. We should give serious consideration to tapping into previously
under-utilised resources such as our country parks and outlying
islands, while playing up our rich history pre- and post-handover.
More could also be done to develop a more expansive and diverse
portfolio of events in such areas as sports, recreation, music, food and
entertainment. In terms of hardware, we hope to see the commissioning
of the West Kowloon Cultural District soon, not to mention concrete
plans for optimising our world famous harbourfront.
And, we need to raise standards of service, increase the number
of smiles and enhance the sense of hospitality across the entire
community to make all visitors feel welcomed.
There is no shortage of options to re-position ourselves. However,
and as the saying goes, the proof of the pudding is in the eating. We
should have the courage, vision and perseverance to move forward
with change or risk being marginalised.
Let’s all work together to bring back our mojo and reignite that
famous Hong Kong “can-do” spirit!
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Urgent Need to Build
a Third Runway

A

viation plays an essential role in Hong Kong’s economic growth and
competitiveness. Faced with increasing competition from neighbouring
airports in the region, Hong Kong must build a third runway as quickly
as possible to meet demand.
In his reply to the Legislative Council, Secretary for Transport and Housing
Anthony Cheung pointed out that the existing two-runway system will likely
reach its maximum capacity of 420,000 aircraft movements per year within the
coming two years, a few years earlier than expected.
Recently, the Airport Authority Hong Kong (AAHK) announced its
funding proposal for the three-runway system. Based on a “joint contribution”
principle, the project will finance itself through three channels. These are bank
loans, issuing bonds, utilizing the airport’s operational surplus and collecting
Airport Construction Fees (ACF) from passengers.
On the ACF, AAHK originally proposed a flat rate of HK$180 per passenger.
Under the revised ACF regime, the fee is now determined by the flight
length and flight class, after we presented our views that AAHK should take
passengers’ concerns into consideration.
AAHK also accepted my proposal to issue inflation-linked iBond as a
financing option. This will not only offer stable returns to people, but also
allow them to benefit from the construction of the three-runway system. This
in turn will help develop a public consensus and speed up the progress of the
project.
However, in the current political climate, it is questionable whether the
construction of the third runway can start and be completed as scheduled.
Obstacles include judicial reviews on the environmental impact assessment
report and the delayed passing of the Government’s policies. Take the Hong
Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge as an example. A judicial review case caused the
project to be delayed for a year and its cost to soar by HK$6.3 billion.
To enhance our competitiveness, Hong Kong must build the third runway
as soon as possible, especially when our neighbouring cities already have
several runways in operation. For instance, Guangzhou Baiyun International
Airport’s third runway came into use in February and a fourth runway is on the
way. Shanghai Pudong International Airport is now building its fifth runway.
Singapore has approved the construction of a third runway for Changi Airport.
As such, once the third runway project is launched, Hong Kong should also
look into the possibility of building a fourth runway to cope with demand
beyond 2035.

Getting Ready for the
Competition Ordinance

I

n case you are wondering, yes, between the Chairman and I this is the
second and consecutive issue that we are touching on the subject of the
Competition Ordinance.
As mentioned in YK’s column in the last edition of The Bulletin, the
Ordinance will come into force on 14 December. By the time this issue
reaches your desk, you and your workforce will have more or less one
month to gear up for what may be one of the most disruptive pieces of
legislation in Hong Kong’s legal history.
Businesses will have to review and reorganize themselves to ensure
the manner in which they conduct themselves commercially does not
contravene the law. In some instances, this will require major changes to
longstanding habits and practices.
At the Chamber, we understand that it can be difficult for companies,
especially SMEs, to afford the time and resources to achieve compliance.
On the other hand, it is imperative that all companies have a proper grasp
of the law so that they do not find themselves on the wrong side of the
authorities.
The Chamber takes its responsibilities of educating and informing
businesses very seriously. To that end, we have been doing our utmost to
help companies prepare themselves when the Competition Ordinance
comes into effect later in the year. This has included inviting locally-based
and overseas legal experts to speak about the law, and the publication of
articles and commentaries in the Chamber Bulletin and print media.
In continuing with the objective of disseminating information and
raising awareness on the Competition Ordinance, we have decided to
devote more space in this issue to the new law. In addition to articles
written with the lay-person in mind, readers will also find practical tips
on the do’s and don’ts of operating a business under the Competition
Ordinance.
To be informed is to be empowered. I urge you, as responsible business
operators and owners, to equip yourself and your staff so that everyone
has a proper understanding of their obligations in the day-to-day activities
of running a business come 14 December. I also appeal for your assistance
in educating your business counterparts and colleagues on compliance
with the law. You can do so by sharing this copy with them or ask them to
contact the Chamber for their own copy.
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t has been over three years since the enactment of the
Competition Ordinance (Ordinance), passed with
the support of a bare majority of the votes in Hong
Kong’s Legislative Council in June 2012. Now, with the
Ordinance finally scheduled to come into effect on 14
December, businesses in Hong Kong need to ensure that
their agreements and practices are in compliance with
the Ordinance.
In this article we provide a brief overview of the
Ordinance, as well as highlighting some practical issues
and uncertainties.
Overview of the Ordinance and
Commission Guidelines
The key substantive prohibitions are laid down in the
Ordinance, which has the force of law, and is binding
on both the Commission and the Hong Kong Courts.
The key prohibitions are on agreements between businesses (“undertakings” in competition law speak) which
prevent, restrict or distort competition (First Conduct
Rule) and on the abuse of substantial market power in

Key Messages
 The Competition Ordinance comes into force on 14
December.
 The sanctions for breaches are severe (fines of up to
10% of Hong Kong turnover for up to three years of
any infringement, director disqualification for up to
five years, follow on damages actions, etc.).
 The Competition Commission has said it will actively
enforce the law from day one, with no grace period.
It has the experience, personnel and political
mandate to be an active and interventionist regulator.
 Businesses operating in Hong Kong should, as a
matter of urgency, review their agreements, policies
and practices to ensure compliance with the
Ordinance.
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a manner which prevents, restricts or distorts competition (Second Conduct Rule). The Ordinance includes
a prohibition on mergers which are likely to prevent or
restrict competition, but this rule currently only applies
where at least one party holds a telecommunications
carrier licence.
The Importance of Compliance
Amidst a general trend towards increased regulation
across a large number of industries and sectors, businesses in Hong Kong could be forgiven for suffering
from “regulatory fatigue.” In this context, you may be
left wondering what, if anything is special about competition law.
Put simply, the risks of non-compliance with the
Ordinance mean ignoring it is not a viable option for
those doing business in Hong Kong. Businesses may be
fined up to 10% of their Hong Kong turnover for each
year of the infringement. Their directors may face disqualification orders. They may be sued by their customers in so-called ‘follow-on” actions. These sanctions
aside, companies caught up in an investigation face loosing many hours in lost management time and money
in legal fees. There is, in Hong Kong, also a dedicated
and highly experienced regulator, the Hong Kong Competition Commission (Commission). With a specialist staff of around 50, drawn from established and well
respected antitrust regulators, e.g. in Europe and Australia, the Commission clearly has the expertise, willingness and mandate to be an active enforcer from day one.
The Commission’s day-to-day work is overseen by 14
commissioners drawn from a broad spectrum of business, consumer, academic and political backgrounds. It
has said publicly, and repeatedly, that it will enforce the
law with no grace period.

Key Risk Areas
When most people think about competition law, the
image that comes to mind is that of competitors sitting in
a smoke filled room, agreeing to fix prices, allocate customers or markets, limit output or to rig bids as part of a
tender process. It is no surprise that all of these types of
conduct are strictly prohibited under the Ordinance.
However, the Ordinance is far more reaching than this.
Like many competition regimes (such as the EU) the prohibitions, as drafted in the Ordinance, are broad. They
apply to agreements between non-competitors (such as
distribution, retail and franchising agreements). The definition of “agreement and/or concerted practice” is broad,
and may even catch one off unilateral disclosures of certain types of sensitive information. We examine some
important practical risk areas below:
Information Exchange
As the guidance for SMEs prepared by the Commission helpfully points out “businesses often share information. This is normal commercial behaviour that rarely has
anti-competitive impacts.” However, there remains significant scope for information exchange to be sanctioned
under the Ordinance:
The Commission has said it will treat the exchange of
information on competitors’ future pricing intentions as
presumptively unlawful. At clear risk here is the casual conversation on the shop floor (or in the bar) as to future pricing intentions. Whilst one of the world’s largest economies,
Hong Kong is in many ways a “small town,” with competitors frequently socialising and moving around between
different firms in the same market. Whereas up until now
such connections were simply a normal way in which to
do business and gather intelligence, such conversations will
become presumptively unlawful as of 14 December.

Similarly, exchanging future pricing intentions via a
third party also raises equally serious issues under the
Ordinance. Examples of such behaviour include a supplier mediating pricing disputes between distributors
or retailers. In a recent U.K. case, a leading German
auto manufacturer was fined for facilitating collusion
amongst its dealerships, whereby the dealerships agreed
to charge a “reasonable margin” and not sell into each
other’s allocated areas.
Other types of information sharing will be subject to
an effects-based test. Generally, the exchange of current
information about prices and volumes is likely to still
be problematic, although safeguards can be put in place
here. A typical example is aggregation, where a third
party collects information about prices and volumes
from all competitors in the market, and presents these
in aggregated form. But, given the risks involved, such
programmes should now be vetted for compliance.
Trade Associations
According to the Directory of Hong Kong Trade and
Industrial Organisations, published by the Trade & Industry Department, there are nearly 400 registered associations in Hong Kong. The total number will greatly exceed
this. As the Commission has said: “Trade associations
serve an important function in furthering their members’
interests. They have a vital role to play in educating their
members on the Competition Ordinance and promoting
a pro-competitive compliance culture.”
Trade associations frequently involve competitors
participating in discussions related to their respective
markets, and therefore can raise information exchange
/ collusion concerns. Associations should actively review
their practices and policies, and put in place compliance
safeguards (including operating protocols, guidelines,
and training for their members). For businesses participating in trade associations, it will be increasingly
important to ensure that: (i) their participation serves
a legitimate purpose; (ii) appropriate records/minutes
are kept; and (iii) problematic discussions are avoided.
A particular challenge is that, as in other jurisdictions,
the Commission is likely to follow guilt by association
approach – if you are in the room when problematic discussions occur, and you do not demonstrably distance
yourself from these discussions, you may be found liable
for infringing the Ordnance, even if you have never participated or acted upon what you hear.
Resale Price Maintenance (RPM)
RPM occurs when a supplier requires a distributor or
retailer to resell its goods or services at a fixed or minimum resale price. RPM prevents distributors or retailers
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from competing aggressively on price which can ultimately harm consumers who may have to pay higher
prices for products and services.
The Commission has stated that it will generally
regard RPM as unlawful under the Ordinance (i.e. it
will be presumed to be anticompetitive in most circumstances). In practice, this has led many suppliers to
review and amend their distribution agreements. Recommended resale prices (RRPs) and maximum resale
prices will generally still be lawful. But suppliers need to
be careful. Any attempt to pressurise distributors/retailers to observe RRPs is likely to be treated as unlawful
and may be treated by the Commission in some cases
as hard core price fixing (Serious Anticompetitive Conduct). Evidence of such behaviour (for example in the
form of emails, letters, records of telephone calls) has
led to many successful investigations and prosecutions
in other jurisdictions, and the same will likely be true in
Hong Kong.
SMEs and Market Power
The Second Conduct Rule contains additional prohibitions on certain categories of behaviour which might
be considered as “abusive” (i.e. the Second Conduct
Rule). The Ordinance makes clear that having market
power in itself is not unlawful.
Examples of potential abuses include:
 Engaging in predatory / below cost pricing;
 Tying or bundling separate products; or
 Refusing to supply an essential input where this
hinders or excludes competition in a downstream
market.
Assessment under the Second Conduct Rule will
likely turn on complicated economic facts, and require a
detailed assessment.
But, there is far from perfect clarity about when a
business will be deemed to have substantial market
power. Other jurisdictions have provided guidance
based on market share (in the EU, dominance is only
presumed above 50% market share; in Singapore it is
only presumed over 60%; China uses a more complicated threshold, based on the number of players in the
market).
However, the Commission has expressly declined to
provide such guidance in Hong Kong, citing the need to
take a case by case assessment. Its recent statements that
it will not treat SMEs as having market power, whilst
helpful, leave plenty of scope for uncertainty as to how
it will define an SME and how it will determine market
power in other cases.
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Is TPP the Best Thing
Since Sliced Bread?

O

n 5 October, the United States, Japan and 10
other countries announced the conclusion of
the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a trade deal
that is promulgated as “a new standard for global trade.”
TPP covers almost 40% of the world’s GDP and the
trade deal has become the darling of the media and business communities. While it would be premature to suggest who will benefit and by what degree – given details
of the agreement have not been disclosed – leaders of participating countries have already become its cheerleaders.
They claim the trade pact will benefit the global economy
by stimulating growth, boosting productivity and competitiveness, and creating and retaining jobs.
Some member countries suggest that both labour
and manufacturers will benefit from the trade pact. For
instance, according to the Office of the United States
Trade Representative, TPP will benefit American workers by setting “the highest labour standards of any trade
agreement in history,” which requires member countries
to meet International Labour Organization’s (ILO) Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.
According to the Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada, the “yarn forward” rule of origin requirement will induce producers from TPP countries to manufacture goods which include materials from member
countries. According to Minister Miyazawa, Japan’s Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry, the relaxation of
regulations on foreign retailers in Vietnam and Malaysia
will benefit Japanese companies’ expansion of business in
those markets.

However, when something sounds too good to be
true, it usually is. Before the deal can help facilitate trade
among the member countries, the trade agreement has to
be first endorsed by policymakers and legislators in their
respective countries. With the U.S. election set to take
place in November 2016, frontrunners in both Democratic and Republican camps have polarized views on the
trade deal. Consequently, it could be stuck in Congress
for months of wrangling before the deal is ratified. Similarly, the Japanese House of Councillors’ election in summer next year could add uncertainty to the mix. These
events can possibly delay the agreement, and may force
the negotiators to go back to the discussion table again.
Assuming that the deal is accepted, consumers in
the participating countries should be the clear winners
from the deal as they can have more choices of goods at
lower costs, as TPP will remove most tariffs and taxes on
imported products.
Among the member countries, Vietnam is expected
to be a key beneficiary of the deal due to its literate
labour force (94% literacy rate) and relatively low labour
cost (e.g. about a third lower than China). Moreover, the
“yarn forward” rule of origin would encourage firms to
source and use materials originally from member countries. In fact, two-way trade flows between Vietnam and
the rest of the 11 members have grown 228% between
2005 and 2014.

Domestic Demand Carries Hong Kong
through Turbulent Times
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What about China’s exclusion from the pact? Firstly,
while members of the TPP deal are important players
on the global platform, two-way trade flows between
China and all the 12 TPP members declined from 40%
of total trade in 2005 to 30.6% in 2014. Such a trend
implies that China was already expanding its relationships with other trading partners long before TPP’s
conclusion.
Moreover, it may not be feasible – at least for now –
to move production entirely away from China, particularly for advanced or higher quality products. In their
research, Fang et al. (2010) suggested that European
firms would continue to source from China, despite
the rapidly rising costs, because of its quality products,
short lead-time, effective communication with existing
suppliers and established corporate social responsibility agenda.1 From our conversations with a few textile
manufacturers who are planning to establish production facilities in Vietnam, they said such facilities were
not to replace their Mainland facilities, but additional
factories. They also said it was important to maintain
part of their production in China due to its skilled
labour and established network of suppliers – something which would unlikely change overnight.
The conclusion of TPP may signal the future trends
of trade negotiations, but it is still too early to quantify
the benefits and losses for certain countries.

ong Kong’s economic momentum stayed in
positive territory during the first half of the year.
Real GDP grew 2.4%YoY and 2.8%YoY in first and
second quarters, respectively, thanks to strong domestic
demand. In nominal terms, private consumption grew
7.5%YoY and gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) grew
10.4%YoY during the first half of 2015, while two-way
trade flows declined 1.4%YoY. Weak trade was due
largely to lackluster activities with Mainland China,
which accounts for some 50.2% of Hong Kong’s total
international trade in 2014.
Looking ahead, weak external demand will continue
to weigh on Hong Kong’s economic growth. Two-way
trade flows are expected to accelerate their year-onyear decline by over 2% for the second half of 2015.
This will put further pressure on the import/export,
wholesale and retail sector, which already saw net
output declining 1.4%YoY in real terms during the first
six months of the year.
With retail sales declining for six consecutive
months, we expect private consumption growth to be
moderate. Weak demand will also add pressure on
accommodation and food services sectors, which
collectively saw their contribution to real GDP decline
0.9%YoY. Nevertheless, the negative effects of such a
slowdown will be eased by strong GFCF growth.
Compared to the first half of 2015, the financial and
insurance services sector’s contribution to GDP is set to
decline. The sector contributed some HK$184b
(6%YoY) to Hong Kong’s economy during the first half
of the year, which can be attributed to the buoyant
activities in the financial market during the first half of
2015. However, with stock market adjustments since
early-summer bringing the average daily turnover down
to HK$81.6b (as of September) – the lowest level since
March and less than half of what we saw in April – its
contribution to growth will be lower.
Domestic demand is expected to remain the key
driver of growth for the short term, while further
deterioration of the Chinese economy is the main risk
clouding the economic outlook. The uncertainty about
when the Fed will roll out the first post-crisis rate hike
is also adding to a gloomy outlook because it disrupts
business planning and investment. Lastly, a further
decline of tourist satisfaction would impact economic
growth, as well as the long-term development of the
city’s competitiveness as a travel destination.

Offshore Renminbi –
Anchoring Confidence
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T

he latest reserves and FX
purchase numbers showed
sizeable FX intervention in
the onshore market by the People’s
Bank of China (PBoC) since the 11
August fixing reform. The authorities have attempted to anchor the
offshore Chinese yuan (CNH)
through a steadier onshore spot.
However, it was not until early
October that they achieved greater
convergence between the Chinese
yuan (CNY) and CNH.
The pressure is still on the
authorities to keep the CNY-CNH
gap tight, as China’s economic out-

look remains uncertain. We had
anticipated the recent drainage of
CNH deposits and the hindrance of
high offshore funding costs to Dim
Sum bond issuance, as Chinese corporates favour the cheaper onshore
market. CNH FX turnover surged
in August, spurred by greater deleveraging and hedging dynamics. FX
turnover fuelled the bulk of the rise
in the Standard Chartered Renminbi Globalization Index (RGI)
in August to 2,312 from a revised
2,113 in July. The bad news is that
the RGI will likely spend much of
Q4-2015 paying back the boost it

received from volatile spot actions
in August, as USD-CNY actions
have been ‘managed’ more since;
preliminary September numbers
show CNH turnover at just twothirds that of August.
Further policy liberalisation
moves since August include: (1)
countering depreciation-induced
outflows; (2) anchoring market
confidence in Beijing’s reform commitment; and (3) strengthening
the CNY’s chances of inclusion in
the Special Drawing Rights (SDR)
basket before end-2015. Closer renminbi ties between China and the

U.K., new CNH products in South
Korea, and the imminent launch
of the new cross-border renminbi
settlement system in CIPS (Cross
Border Interbank Payment System)
should help anchor confidence and
bolster future CNH use.
Higher FX turnover masks
underlying RGI softness
CNH FX turnover accounted
for 8.4ppt of the 9.4% m/m jump
in RGI in August, while the other
components improved only modestly from a weak Q2 in 2015. By
our measure, the average daily CNH
FX turnover surged roughly 90%
m/m in August, almost 60% higher
than its previous peak in March.
The 11 August CNY fixing reform
has led to higher spot volatility and
depreciation expectations, spurring
greater deleveraging and hedging
dynamics. We believe the deleveraging adjustments – largely the
unwinding of short USD positions
by corporates – are healthy, and that
a rise in willingness and awareness
to hedge renminbi exposures would
help ensure more sustainable CNH
development driven by genuine
demand as the renminbi becomes
more ‘two-way.’ Short-term, however, we expect the PBoC to closely
manage the CNY to restore market
confidence and anchor CNH spot.
Increased CNH deposit drainage
is a risk
Recent policy liberalisation moves
favour capital flows returning to
China, possibly explaining part of
the fall in CNH deposits of late.
First, the basis between CNY and
CNH has converged ahead of the
early October Golden Week holiday, and the authorities are likely
to want to keep it that way ahead
of the upcoming SDR decision. A
sizeable CNH discount versus CNY,
as we saw in August and September,
traditionally incentivises onshore

exporters to engage in renminbi
FX conversion offshore for tradesettlement purposes, as they can
get more CNH for every USD they
sell offshore (compared with CNY).
This results in more renminbi going
onshore, draining the CNH deposit
pool. Second, interest rates are likely
to stay high offshore compared with
onshore, which should eventually
favour renminbi moving offshore.
By the same argument, however,
high offshore funding costs mean
tough times ahead yet for Dim Sum
bond issuance.
The normalisation of
CNY-CNH basis
The narrowing of the basis
between the two prices has been in
the authorities’ focus as they sought
to bring about offshore-onshore
convergence and tick another box
to aid the CNY’s entry into the IMF

recent months. Even the 11 August
fixing reform itself – despite setting
off global volatility and CNY depreciation – was intended to meet the
IMF’s call for a more market-driven
FX regime, increasing the Renminbi
‘s chances of SDR inclusion. All this
bodes well for renminbi internationalization in the medium to long run.
We also note encouraging signs
of initiatives that were planned well
ahead being implemented on schedule. For example, the recent launch
of CIPS - China’s new cross-border
interbank payment system designed
to handle international flows - is
a major upgrade to the renminbi
clearing and settlement infrastructure in terms of operating hours,
payment efficiency and scalability
to handle the likely surge in international renminbi use over time. CIPS
also opens up more clearing options
for renminbi users.

High offshore funding costs mean
tough times ahead yet for Dim Sum
bond issuance.
SDR basket. Looking ahead, we
expect the authorities to continue to
ensure that the smaller basis persists
before gradually stepping back from
the market and allowing a ‘new normal’ for the CNY. The authorities
will likely step away from regular FX
intervention, except in periods of
abnormal volatility.
No let up in policy liberalisation
since fixing reform
Despite the challenging shortterm outlook for CNH development, policy support appears as
strong as ever, judging by the number of new initiatives launched in

Standard Chartered launched the
RGI in November 2012. The Index
covers seven markets in offshore
RMB business: Hong Kong, London, Singapore, Taiwan, New York,
Seoul and Paris. It measures business
growth in four key areas: deposits
(denoting store of wealth), Dim Sum
bonds and Certificate of Deposits (as
vehicles for capital raising), trade settlement and other international payments (unit of international commerce) and foreign exchange (unit of
exchange). As the renminbi further
internationalises, there is capacity to
include additional parameters and
markets.

From Vines to Wines

“W

ine is one of the most civilized things
in the world and one of the most natural things of the world that has been
brought to the greatest perfection, and it offers a greater
range for enjoyment and appreciation than, possibly,
any other purely sensory thing.”
Few would disagree with American writer Ernest
Hemingway, who is well known for enjoying a glass or
two of wine himself. And just as Hemingway was apt
in the art of storytelling, there is always a good story
behind a great wine.
From how those pesky Roman invaders first planted
vines in Bordeaux to how 150 years ago the Great
French Wine Blight wiped out the Carmenere grape
that had made the region famous for its wine. A more
recent story, but no less fascinating, is about how
the Carmenere grape, thought to be extinct, recently
reemerge in Chile and is credited for putting Chilean
wines on the map.
One story that has yet to be told, however, is the
Mainland’s wine industry, which is just starting to take

root. Judy Chan, who took over Grace Vineyard from
her father in 2002 at the tender age of just 24, is making
sure the Mainland’s story is being told.
Her father, Chinese-Indonesian businessman Chan
Chun Keung, decided to take his passion for quality
wines beyond drinking to producing his own wines by
setting up Grace Vineyards in Shanxi Province in 1997.
A bitter start
Chan Chun Keung enlisted the help of a French wine
expert to find a suitable location in the Mainland for
growing vines, and they settled on Shanxi Province
where the dry weather and sandy soil are ideal for growing grapes. In 2002, customers got the first taste of Grace
wine shaped by Shanxi’s terroir.
“We produced around 1 million bottles of our wine,
but ended up selling only 20,000,” she told members at
the Chamber’s 8 October Entrepreneur Series. “This
was probably due to the fact that we did not promote
our brand very much, unlike other well-known brands,
as we didn’t have a big marketing budget.”

Hindsight is a wonderful thing, but the harsh lesson
made them re-evaluate what they were doing. “With no
brand recognition and limited distribution channels, we
found it difficult to sell. I also think the packaging of our
first wine was not appealing, as some people said it even
looked like a bottle of soy sauce!” she lamented.
If at first you don’t succeed ...
After the initial launch, Judy and her father had to reevaluate how they could survive in the competitive wine
market. They agreed that while packaging is important,
the quality of the wine was the key to winning over customers. They faced the added challenge of overcoming
the perception of questionable food and beverage production practices after a rash of reports about a handful
of dodgy Mainland businesses.
Her top priority was to change the perception of Chinese wine producers and position Grace Vineyard as a
fine wine brand. She focused on building brand awareness in Shanxi first to develop recognition and a repu-

Multiple personalities
Since taking over the business from her father, Judy
oversees the entire wine making process – from growing grapes and bottling to sales and marketing. In retrospect, she thinks that an agile mindset is essential to
building a wine business.
“When you are taking care of the whole process from
turning vines into wines, you have to work with different people. At the winery, you roll up your sleeves when
getting along with farmers. At the factory, you need to
have a different mindset to master the science behind
wine production. When it comes to retailing, you have
to deal with restaurant managers and host wine dinners.
It is like having multiple personalities,” she explained.
New varieties
Having built a reputable brand, the company is also
selling its wines via its own three stores as well as online
channels. Chan said the online community serves as a
platform for the company to reach out to young cus-

We produced around 1 million
bottles of our wine, but ended up
selling only 20,000

tation for quality before expanding to other Mainland
provinces. At the time, Grace Vineyard was the only
wine producer in Shanxi, so received strong support
from the provincial government.
Commitment to quality opened the door to opportunities for Grace Vineyard. Torres, a renowned Spanish wine producer, was impressed by Grace Vineyard’s
wines and initiated a partnership.
“It was great to get recognition from a famous winemaker in our early years. Torres has a long history and
experience in wine production. They also have very good
relationships with five-star hotels to distribute their wine.
Under the partnership, Torres included our wines in its
distribution portfolio for restaurants in Beijing, Shanghai
and Guangdong. Torres’ endorsement really made a huge
difference, because after our wines started being enjoyed
in luxury restaurants, we started to attract attention from
international media too,” she said.

tomers, and offer them unique bottles, such as its new
sparkling wine. Launched in August, it is sold only
online in the Mainland.
“We want to convey a feeling of happiness through
our sparkling wine series. We find it quite popular
among the young crowd. In the future, we will continue
to focus on producing premium wines and diversify our
products, so will be looking more at quality than quantity. Customers can also expect to see some more new
varieties coming up,” she said.

Spreading the Joy of Baking
Twinkle Baker Décor is helping home cooks perfect their baking skills, while satisfying cake lovers’
desire for unique creations, writes Ivy Wong

S

weet treats play an important role in celebrations.
From birthdays to graduation ceremonies and
weddings to baby showers, you will always see a
cake or two being happily devoured.
“Decorating cupcakes for a special occasion, like putting someone’s name and greeting on top is a growing
trend as it is a great way to show your love for your
special one,” said Coty Yip, Founder of Twinkle
Baker Décor.
Coty got the idea to start Twinkle Baker
Décor when she started working in the family
business after returning from studying in Australia. The family had vast experience in producing kitchenware and decorative food items,

but she wanted to capitalize on the growing trend of
home bakers in Hong Kong.
“We used to produce candy toys which we exported
to the U.S. and European markets. Then, I came up with
an idea inspired by the dessert-loving
and baking culture in North America. I realized that Hong Kong
needed more shops to support these hobby bakers,
as there were only few
hidden shops and some
high-end grocery stores
that sold baking stuff,” she
said.

Coty started out selling branded baking supplies and
wares for about three years, before deciding to launch
her own brand, Twinkle, in 2010. The company distinguishes itself by providing not only the best tools and
ingredients that home bakers can get their hands on, but
also invites pastry chefs to teach bakers.
“We place a lot of emphasis on design. For example,
our signature cupcake lid design is unique and has a
worldwide patent,” said Coty. “We have our own design
team and our staff are free to contribute their ideas to
our designs. They are all young, healthy, creative and
happy people so have many fresh ideas.”
For some, cupcakes can be overly rich and sweet, but
Coty feels a good cupcake should be a rich, light sponge
and the topping should complement the sponge, not
overpower it. Consequently, its toppings are light and
slightly sweet, and serve more as decoration than flavor
elements.
Tools of the trade
The lack of bricks and mortar baking goods stores in
Hong Kong – due in no small measure to high rents –
has prompted many entrepreneurs to set up an online
store with lots of slick PR photos. However, the photos
are not always shots of actual products, but stock photos. Consequently, buyers do not always receive the same
thing they thought they were buying in the photo.
“Opening our shop was essential to showcase who
we are and of course to show customers our tangible
real-life product,” she said. “Most of our customers
come to us from word-of-mouth, our official website, Facebook, and other social media, so we can save
money on advertising and pass those savings onto our
customers.”
Twinkle also invests in quality control, food safety
and certification to add to
customers’ confidence

in using their products. Like her father, who has been
running the family business for more than 30 years,
Coty puts 100% effort into Twinkle and understands
the importance of maintaining a good reputation.
“I’ve had to work very hard and overcome many challenges and changed our business model from doing B2B
to now focusing on B2C,” she said. “I feel really satisfied
doing what I now do and getting direct feedback from
our customers. One challenge to growing the business is
the high rents, so for the moment we are not planning
to open another shop at the moment, but may decide to
open a pop-up store if the opportunity presents itself.”
Serving cake lovers
For those who prefer eating cakes to baking them,
Twinkle can also produce custom cakes and decorations
for every occasion.
“I will make sure every single event is unique and
tailor-made to fit my clients’ needs,” said Coty. “One of
the most memorable events was a summer campaign
that we did for Sky100 under the theme ‘Day and Night.’
That was really successful, because it showcased our
designs which in turn attracted a lot of media attention.”
To spread the joy of baking, Twinkle works with
charity organizations and also organizes workshops for
kids from low-income families.
“I understand that not many people in Hong Kong
have an oven at home so this is a chance to let kids make
cakes and have fun with baking and decorating their
own cupcakes,” she said.

Leadsky International Enterprise Ltd
HKGCC Membership No.: HKL0594
Established: 2010
Website: www.Twinkle-bd.com
Telephone: (852) 23698068

Our Low-carbon Future
Hong Kong and the EU can work hand in hand to combat climate change, writes Vincent Piket

“K

eeping the rise of the
Earth’s average temperature below 2 degrees
Celsius” sounds so technical, almost
banal. Yet this seemingly humdrum
goal of the global climate negotiations masks some very “inconvenient truths.”
One is the scientific conclusion
drawn by 800 scientists from 80
countries assessing over 30,000 scientific papers, who have agreed that
human influence has led to a pattern of increasingly frequent extreme
weather events. The other is that, if
no global action is taken, the Hong
Kong Observatory predicts that
Hong Kong would enter a “high carbon dioxide concentration scenario,”
where temperatures would rise about
three to six degrees by the end of the
century, leading to more typhoons,
floods and diseases such as malaria
and dengue fever in the region and
worldwide. The Pearl River Delta
is one of the 10 most vulnerable
regions in the world when it comes
to storms and sea-level rise. Recent
studies indicate that the sea-level
rise would be of about 1 meter! That
may mean goodbye to the reclaimed
waterfront of Hong Kong Island, to
Tsim Sha Tsui, to a good deal of West
Kowloon and the New Territories,
and to Hong Kong airport.
Fortunately, the Government,
business leaders and the people of
Hong Kong are increasingly conscious of the need to tackle this
issue if the city wants to stay viable
and competitive. Hong Kong has a
Climate Change Agenda, with the

objective to cut energy intensity
by 40% by 2025 and to reduce carbon intensity by 50 to 60% by 2020
(with an emission reduction of 19
to 33%). But a lot more can still be
done to “de-carbonise” the economy,
through innovation in many areas
including cleaner energy, energy
efficiency and saving, green building, more sustainable transport, low
carbon urban planning, sustainable
consumption, etc.
Most importantly, Hong Kong
does have the assets – funds, expertise, governance and system – to
innovate and become the beacon of
low-carbon smart cities. This would
set the example for the low-carbon
transition in China and Asia, where
the need for clean energy and smart
urbanisation is most pressing. I hope
that Hong Kong will seize the opportunity and show even more leadership through ambitious policy-making in combating climate change.
Some, especially in the business
community, fear that tackling climate change may adversely affect
economic growth. But analysis
shows that an efficient, low-carbon
path is key to future economic success. Climate change should not
only be seen as a challenge but
also as an opportunity. The EU has
proven that economic growth can
be decoupled from greenhouse gas
emissions. Between 1990 and 2012,
we reduced greenhouse gas emissions by 19%, while our economy
grew by 45%, with significant job
creation in the “green economy”
and massive savings on energy

imports. We achieved this through
legally binding targets. Our target
is now to cut emissions by “at least”
40% by 2030 (compared to 1990
levels). To achieve this, we have climate change legislation and plans
throughout the whole economy and
at European, national, regional and
individual city levels. There are clear
opportunities to innovate, create
economic value and ensure sustainable growth. There is no city in the
world with greater potential to do
this than Hong Kong.
Hong Kong and the EU can be
partners to help secure our low-carbon future. The EU and its member
states are keen to share experience
and know-how with Hong Kong on
climate action and green development. In Hong Kong, the EU Office
and the consulates of the member
states interact with policy makers, companies, scientists, financial
experts, NGOs, students and the
general public to raise awareness.
UN climate conference
This year is crucial for global climate policy, with a key UN climate
conference (COP21) just a few weeks
away, in December in Paris, aiming to
reach an agreement on global action.
If we are to stand a chance of keeping global warming within 2 degrees
above pre-industrial levels (the globally agreed objective) and avoid
catastrophe, the international community must reach an agreement at
COP21 in Paris. The EU wants COP21
to deliver robust and ambitious results
that create a common legal framework

applying to all countries while taking
into account the principle of common
but differentiated responsibilities and
respective capabilities.
Significant financial resources
are crucial to securing success at
the Paris COP21. Over the next
15 years, the global economy will
require an estimated EUR80 trillion of investment on energy, smart
urban policies and land use systems
as part of the fight against climate
change. The EU is committed to
“climate” finance via the Green Climate Fund, of which it is the largest contributor. However, public
funding alone will not be sufficient.
China has estimated that, through
public resources, it can only deliver
15% of the annual investment of
about US$322 billion needed for its
low carbon growth. Hong Kong, as

China’s international financial centre, can play an important role in
financial innovation to help channel
private “climate” finance into China
as well as the region.
The EU will play its part to make
sure that COP21 can deliver. The
EU’s binding emissions reduction
target of at least 40% by 2030 from
1990 levels, announced last March,
will be our “national contribution”
to the Paris Agreement. We urge
similarly ambitious action from
other countries and regions. The
pledge by the G7 Leaders at their
summit in Germany last June to
phase-out fossil fuels by the end of
the century is a clear signal of what
needs to be done.
Of course, there can be no successful outcome in Paris without
China. Recent developments are

greatly encouraging, both on the
domestic and on the international
front. So we expect and look forward to China showing leadership
and playing a major positive role at
COP21. Hong Kong can also play a
major part. As a mega-city belonging to the Large Cities Climate
Leadership Group (C40), Hong
Kong can contribute its experience
towards finding “urban” solutions
for low-carbon development and
thus contribute to China’s overall
strategy and position.
Now is the time for action, in
Europe but also in Hong Kong.
Hong Kong only stands to reap
benefits by pursuing “green development.” The EU is ready to work
with all stakeholders in Hong Kong,
including the HKGCC and the rest
of the business community.

The Hong Kong-Canada DTA
The DTA makes Canada an even more attractive destination for capital from Hong Kong,
and useful for investors from Mainland China who structure their investments through
the SAR, writes Justin Pearce
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Sharing a
Love of Food
& Art
Isono delivers fine dining flavours of the
Mediterranean in a casual environment, reports
staff writer Elmo Wong

A

rt has aroused huge interest among Hongkongers
in recent years, from handmade crafts and
retro fashion to contemporary art and nostalgic designs. This is evident towards to top of Aberdeen
Street in Central, where old and new cultures merge
at the revitalized PMQ (formerly the Police Married
Quarters).
The complex has become something of an art hub,
attracting people from all walks eager to feast on the
aesthetics of life, as well as some delicious Mediterranean fare, because it is also home to Isono Bar & Eatery.
Isono's dishes showcase Executive Chef Paolo Casagrande's consistent pursuit of perfection. The casual dining restaurant serves authentic Mediterranean-inspired
dishes designed for sharing, with a cross-cultural menu
that incorporates elements from Italian, Spanish and
French cuisines. Both Chef Paolo and his Chef de Cuisine Luca Marinelli share the same passion for food and
quality ingredients. They, and their culinary team, strive
to delight your taste buds with every dish.

Liu Qi, Secretary General of Ningbo Municipality and Member
of Zhejiang Province Standing Committee, led a 10-member
delegation to the Chamber on 13 October. Shirley Yuen,
Chamber CEO, David Lie, General Committee Member, and
members welcomed the visitors, who updated the Chamber
on economic developments in Ningbo.

Huang Yebin, Chairman of Guangdong
Trade Union, briefed KC Leung, former
Chairman of Industry and Technology
Committee, and leaders from other
major local chambers, on the
implementation status of the
Guangdong Regulation on Collective
Contracts of Enterprises on 15 October
in Shenzhen. Participants shared their
views on smoothing implementation of
the regulation.

Member Nature Yang represented the
Chamber at a meeting organized by
the Task Force on Assisting Processing
Trade, under the Commerce and
Economic Development Bureau, on 9
October and shared his views on
developments affecting the processing
trade in the Mainland.

PC Yu, China Committee
Chairman, represented the
Chamber at the opening ceremony
of the 5th Shanxi-Hong KongGuangdong Economic Cooperation
Symposium on 19 October.

Sun Chunlan, Director, The United Front Work Department of CPC Central
Committee, met with Stephen Ng, Chamber Deputy Chairman, and leaders
of five local major chambers on 6 October at a breakfast meeting to
expand communication between the Hong Kong business community and
the Central Government.

Dai Beifang, Chairman, of CPPCC
Shenzhen, and Xu Qin, Mayor of
Shenzhen, hosted the Shenzhen-Hong
Kong-Macau Innovation Cooperation
Symposium on the 13th Five Year Plan
in late September. Organized by the
Shenzhen Provincial Chinese People’s
Political Consultative Conference
(CPPCC), and supported by HKGCC,
Chamber Chairman YK Pang attended
the event.

Petrina Tam, Vice Chairman, China
Committee, represented the Chamber
at the welcome dinner of the NingboHong Kong Economic Cooperation
Symposium on 13 October. HKGCC
was a supporting organization of the
symposium.

Yang Yi, Head of the
Commercial Office of Economic
Affairs Department, Liaison
Office of the Central People’s
Government in the Hong Kong
SAR, briefed members on the
Mainland’s latest economic
policies and developments at
the China Committee’s meeting
on 25 September.
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Exploring HK-Greater Austin Opportunities

JETRO Visits Chamber

Marina Bhargava, Executive Director of Greater Austin Asian Chamber of
Commerce (GAACC), called on the Chamber on 6 October, where she
was received by Americas Committee Chairman Thomas Wong, together
with Vice Chairmen Gary Ahuja and Mario Ignacio Artaza. Bhargava said
Greater Austin is a good place for start-ups in a wide range of industries,
particularly in technology.

Ryoichi Ito, Director General of JETRO,
and Shigeyuki Uchiba, Deputy Director
General of JETRO, called on the
Chamber on 26 October where they
were received by Chamber Chairman
Y.K. Pang and CEO Shirley Yuen.
JETRO and HKGCC have a long
history of cooperation and both parties
would like to explore opportunities for
further collaboration to help members
uncover new business in Japan.
Ito explained that Japanese Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe aims to increase
FDI into Japan to 35 trilllion yen by
2020, and the Japanese government
is implementing various measure to
entice foreign companies to invest and
do business in Japan. Thus, JETRO
aims to reach out to HKGCC members
and provide support and assistance
to overseas companies who are
interested in setting up businesses
in Japan. For members who are
interested, please contact deanna@
chamber.org.hk for more information.

New South Wales Business Chamber
President of New South Wales (NSW) Business Chamber Tony Dormer
called on the Chamber on 15 October and was welcomed by Asia &
Africa Committee Vice Chairman Ashwani Goel, Americas Committee
Vice Chairman Gary Ahuja and members. Dormer said NSW Business
Chamber is the second oldest chamber in NSW, and has around 20,000
members today, 95% of which are SMEs.

Digital, Information & Telecommunications Committee

Sandra Liu, Senior Legal Counsel of the
Office of the Privacy Commissioner for
Personal Data, briefed members at the
committee’s 21 September meeting on
personal data protection for cross-border
data transfers.

Albert Wong, Director of Consulting,
Deloitte and his consulting team, met
with members on 24 September to
discuss issues relating to the “business
impact assessment on the proposed
implementation of Section 33 of the
Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance.”
Members raised their concerns about the
lack of consultation with stakeholders.

Yo Yo Chan, Vice Chairman, Hong Kong
Cross-border e-Commerce Association
and the association’s management team,
met with Simon Ngan, Assistant Director,
Business Policy of the Chamber, on 30
September to discuss collaborating with
the Chamber on future events.

The House of Councilors, Japan
The Hon Tsutomu Okubo, Member of the House of Councilors and Lead
Director of Committee on Financial Affairs, visited the Chamber on 13 October,
where he was welcomed by the Chamber’s Senior Economist who
briefed him on economic, political and social developments in Hong
Kong. Okubo explained developments relating to Japan’s business
environment, especially in Tokyo.

The committee’s Chairman Mark
Michelson, together with Vice
Chairmen Peter Churchouse and Tony
Miller, met with Stewart McGlynn,
Head, AML & Financial Crime Risk,
Banking Supervision, at the Hong
Kong Monetary Authority on 21
September to discuss the difficulties
encountered by legitimate businesses
in accessing financial services.

Chamber CEO Shirley spoke at a luncheon hosted by the Rotary Club of
Kowloon at the Peninsula Hotel on 22 October.

H.M. Wong, Assistant Director
(Waste Reduction & Recycling) of the
Environmental Protection Department,
introduced the funding initiatives
and mechanism of the $1 billion
Recycling Fund at the Environment &
Sustainability Committee meeting on
30 September.

Forty members visited the Courtyard by Marriott Hong Kong Sha Tin on 24
September to learn why its green building design was awarded the BEAM
Platinum rating.

Watson Chan, Chamber Deputy
CEO, served as a judge for the Hong
Kong Corporate Award Scheme’s
corporate category on 13 October and
in the Social Enterprise category on
16 October. Thinex Shek, Chamber
Assistant Director of Policy & Business
Development, attended the judging
panel meeting on 14 October for the
SME category.

‘Belt and Road Initiative’ – Implications for Europe
Dr Thomas Chan, Head of the China Business Centre of the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, updated members at the Chamber’s Europe
Committee meeting on 12 October about the “Belt and Road” initiative. Dr
Chan said as the RMB is soon to be the third largest currency for global
transactions, there is no need for China to bow to pressure to make the RMB
fully convertible, which would run the risk of the economy befalling the same
fate as when Japan adjusted its yen. He believes around US$1000 billion
has been made available for the Belt and Road initiative, and that China’s
investments will be a stabilizing force in certain countries along the route.
However, he sees the maritime silk road being a potential flashpoint, so China
would be wise to focus on developing its land routes. Despite China’s growing
economic might, Dr Chan said it still only accounts for around 7% of the
global GDP, compared to around 33% in the 1870s, so there is still enormous
room for growth.

Professor Douglas Arner, from the
University of Hong Kong, shared his
views at the committee’s meeting
on 5 October on the prospects and
implications of the Belt and Road
Initiative. In connection with the initiative,
members felt that opportunities and
challenges of Hong Kong’s bond market
development, financial technology and
talent for the financial services sector
should be looked into.

Turkey Looking East
The Chamber welcomed a number of delegations from Turkey recently,
highlighting the interest that businesses have there in expanding trade and
cooperation with Hong Kong and the Mainland. Members interested in getting
more details about the delegations can contact deanna@chamber.org.hk

Isparta Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Şűukrű Başdeğirmen, President of Isparta Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, Turkey, led a delegation the Chamber on 6 October, where the
visitors were received by Europe Committee Chairman Stephen Weatherseed
and Asia & Africa Committee Chairman Andrew Wells, and members.
Başdeğirmen told members that Isparta is one of the world’s largest producers
and exporters of rose oil, which is used in cosmetics and food. The city is also
a major producer of marble and wood. The area also attracts a lot of tourists
from Japan, Taiwan and Korea, but he hopes to boost interest among Hong
Kong travelers. They see Hong Kong as an important gateway to Asia and
would like to meet with potential trading partners especially in the rose oil,
palm oil, garment, carpet, wood and marble industries.

Ankara Chamber of Industry
A delegation from the Ankara Chamber of Industry, Turkey, called on the
Chamber on 19 October and was welcomed by Asia & Africa Committee
Chairman Andrew Wells and members. Ankara Chamber of Industry (ACI)
is a non-governmental and non-profit organization that works to enhance
the economy and industries in Ankara. The delegation sought to increase
cooperation with Hong Kong and Mainland markets.

Good MPF Employer Award
Chamber Chairman YK Pang participated in a presentation ceremony of the
2014/15 Good MPF Employer Award on 8 October. Over 650 organizations
have received the Good MPF Employer Award. The objectives of the award are :
 To promote and foster compliance with MPF legislation by employers;
 To encourage employers to provide better retirement benefits for their
employees; and
 To recognize employers who are exemplary in enhancing the retirement
benefits of their employees.

Laura Cha on Financial Collaboration

Kocaeli Chamber of Industry
A 19-member delegation from the Kocaeli Chamber of Industry, Turkey,
called on the Chamber on 14 October to explore opportunities for
cooperation between the two chambers and to learn more about Hong
Kong and Mainland markets. Led by Birol Bozkurt, Young Entrepreneurs
Board Member, the delegation consisted of members from various
industries. Kocaeli Chamber of Industry was founded in 1897 and has
around 2,430 members. Kocaeli is a small province in Turkey, but home to
approximately 13% of the country’s manufacturing industries and has the
biggest share (27%) of the chemical industry. Chamber Europe Committee
Chairman Stephen Weatherseed and members welcomed the visitors.

Laura Cha Shih-May lung, Non-official member
of the Executive Council, spoke at the Chamber’s
‘Town Hall Forum Series’ on 16 October about how
Hong Kong can play a role in China’s economic
development, particularly with regards to the
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), the
Belt & Road initiative, and internationalization of
the renminbi. She also discussed the advantages
of promoting Hong Kong’s financial services by
connecting with Chinese and international markets.
The Chamber regularly organizes Town Hall Forum
talks to give members and officials an opportunity
to candidly exchange views. These meetings are
closed door and off the record.

Owin Fung, Assistant Director General of Trade of Industry, met with HKCSI’s
Chairman and Vice Chairman on 25 September to discuss Hong Kong’s
free trade agreement initiatives, and how FTAs could facilitate business
development and further enhance our competitiveness.

Trade and Industry Department
Principal Trade Officer Amy Cheung
briefed members at the HKCSI
Executive Committee’s meeting
on 12 October on the progress
of negotiations on the WTO and
Trade in Services Agreements as
well as the Trans Pacific Partnership
Agreement. Members also discussed
the possibility of organising a forum to
help SMEs develop market intelligence
and business opportunities.

The Final Judging Panel of the 2015
Hong Kong Awards for Industries
met on 17 September to decide
on the winners. The Chamber is
the lead organizer of the Innovation
and Creativity category. Emil Yu,
Chairman of the Industry & Technology
Committee, nominated eight winners on
behalf of the HKGCC Judging Panel. An
Awards Presentation Ceremony will be
held on 14 December.
A seminar on block exemption regulation under the Competition Ordinance
was held on 6 October. Jonathan Beard, Vice President/Managing Director,
Hong Kong, ICF International; Sky Hong, Research Analyst, Deutsche
Bank; and Simon Heaney, Senior Manager - Supply Chain Research,
Drewry, updated members on such issues as overseas’ experience, industry
trends and the impact of the Ordinance, and collaborative agreements in
Hong Kong. They were joined afterwards by Rose Webb, Senior Executive
Director, Competition Commission, during a panel discussion moderated
by Agnes Tan, Chairwoman of the Chamber’s Digital, Information and
Telecommunications Committee.

As part of the Chamber’s ongoing efforts
to engage the Competition Commission,
a small contingent led by the Chairman of
the Chamber’s Legal Committee Stephen
Crosswell, met with the Commission’s
CEO Stanley Wong on 12 October to
discuss a range of issues in anticipation
of the Competition Ordinance coming
into force on 14 December.

The Manpower Committee organized the CEO Manpower Conference
on 15 October under the banner the Future of Work. Some 200 C-suite
executives, Government officials and academics attended the conference. A
full report will appear in the December Bulletin.

At the Manpower Committee’s meeting
on 22 September, members expressed
concerns on the possible abolition
of the offsetting mechanism of the
employer contribution to MPF to long
service and severance payments.
Members felt that any change to this
proven mechanism would increase
the operating costs of enterprises,
especially SMEs, and further weaken
Hong Kong’s competitiveness. The
Government should conduct a
regulatory impact assessment before
making any changes.

The Chamber wrote an op-ed on the
MPF offsetting mechanism, stressing
that abolishing the offsetting provision
would be unfair to employers and
increase the burden of businesses,
especially SMEs. The business
community has been providing
retirement benefits to workers and
the Government should not put all the
responsibility on employers. We also
suggested that the performance and
charges of MPF schemes should also
be included in the Government’s review
of the MPF scheme.

Watson Chan, Chamber Deputy CEO, and
Charlotte Chow, Assistant Director, had a
breakfast meeting on 24 September with
Linda Yan and Audrae Erickson of Mead
Johnson and Warren Maruyama of Hogan
Lovells US LLP, who expressed concerns
about Hong Kong’s proposed regulation
to restrict marketing of formula and child
nutrition products.

Professor Roger Nissim, Adjunct
Professor, Department of Real Estate
and Construction, the University of
Hong Kong, discussed with members
at their committee meeting on 16
September issues relating to the land
lease of Hong Kong beyond 2047.

Chamber Chairman YK Pang (4th from left) attended the Presentation
Ceremony of the 2015 CLP Green Plus Award, which recognizes businesses
that have made substantial efforts towards reducing energy consumption and
raising environmental awareness within the workplace.

Shipping & Transport
Committee
Zhang De Hui, Vice Director of
International Supply Chain, JD.com,
spoke at the committee’s meeting
on 25 September about logistics
requirements for cross-border
e-commerce.

Representatives from 30 companies
and 30 schools attended a briefing
meeting on 6 November to
discuss upcoming activities under
the Chamber Business-Schools
Partnership Programme for the
2015-2016 school year.

Christine Frances Sit, Assistant
Principal Solicitor of the Companies
Registry, briefed members on the
details of the Companies Ordinance
– Chapter 622, and implementation
issues at the committee’s meeting on
25 September.

William Wong, SME Committee
Chairman, and Norman Yang,
SME Committee Vice Chairman,
represented the Chamber at the
SCMP Enterprising Hong Kong
Awards Presentation Ceremony and
Luncheon on 15 October. HKGCC is
a supporting organization of the event,
and Wong served on the award’s
judging panel.

Scott Williamson, Managing Director,
FCC Solutions Ltd., spoke at the
Chamber’s 7 October roundtable
luncheon on financing risks. He
said that companies not in the
financial services sector could still be
vulnerable to breaching Hong Kong’s
sanctions and terrorist financing laws.
He provided members with simple
strategies to ensure compliance, such
as providing guidance and training
to staff, having internal policies and
procedures in place and having access
to a database of terrorists. Other areas
that should not be overlooked include
screening of clients and payment, and
good record keeping.

Joint University Business Dinner
Deputy Chairman Stephen Ng and General Committee
Member Allan Zeman shared a great evening with
hundreds of university students at the Joint University
Business Dinner 2015, sponsored by the Hong Kong
General Chamber of Commerce.

Taxation Committee
Elizabeth Tse, Permanent Secretary
for the Financial Services and the
Treasury (Treasury), updated members
at the committee’s 8 October meeting
on the latest international tax-related
developments. In particular, she spoke
on the Government’s policies relating
to the OECD’s Automatic Exchange
of Financial Account Information in
Tax Matters and the Base Erosion and
Profit Shifting (BEPS) project.

From Vines to Wines
Grace Vineyard, located in Shanxi
Province, has been cultivating grape
vines with the goal of redefining the
quality and perception of Mainland
wines. In just a dozen or so years,
Judy Chan, President of Grace
Vineyard, has made the company
one of the best wine producers in
the Mainland. At the Chamber’s
Entrepreneur Series roundtable
luncheon on 8 October, she shared
with members her entrepreneurial
journey and ideas for driving growth
in the family business. After the
event, members sampled two of
Grace Vineyard’s new wine varieties.

Developing Our Tourism Industry
Over 300 tourism professionals discussed the challenges
and potential solutions facing Hong Kong’s tourism sector

T

ourism is one of Hong Kong’s
pillar industries, contributing about 5% of Hong Kong’s
GDP and employing around 7% of
the workforce. The sector creates
countless opportunities for peripheral businesses, such as the retail,
catering and entertainment sectors.
However, keen competition from
neighbouring countries, depreciation of some currencies, and
the recent harassment of Mainland
tourists all threaten to dent Hong
Kong’s crown as one of Asia’s leading tourism destinations.
But what can be done?
Some 300 representatives from
the tourism industry and related
sectors tried to answer that and
other questions at a forum jointly
organized by HKGCC and the
China Tourism Academy on 14
October titled: “Sustainable Development of Hong Kong’s Tourism

Industry – The Key to Success Amid
Regional Competition.”
The general consensus was that
Hong Kong still has its appeal as a
tourist destination, but speakers
at the event stressed that we must
strengthen and adjust our tourism
development strategies if we want
to grow.
The potential is huge as the city
can ride on Asia’s growth and benefit from the region’s rising middle-

class’ desire to travel – especially
outbound travel from Mainland,
which is projected to become a
moderately well-off society by 2020.
A balanced approach
Over the past decade, visitor
arrivals to Hong Kong have almost
tripled. In 2004, we had a very
respectable 21.8 million visitors. In

2014, we had 60.8 million visitors.
Acting Financial Secretary Professor
K.C. Chan, speaking at the forum,
said the tourism sector is entering
a period of adjustment after years
of substantial growth. As such, it
is unrealistic to expect the growth
momentum of the past decade
to continue, especially given our
capacity to welcome so many visitors. Instead of chasing numbers,
he suggests we focus on diversifying
our markets to attract more high
spending visitors who stay longer.
Hardware and software
improvements
Chamber CEO Shirley Yuen said
the industry should capitalize on
travel trends and emerging tourism
markets to tap high-end tourists. At
the same time, our hardware and
software infrastructure needs to be
improved if the industry is to meet

its medium- and long-term development goals.
“While hardware improvements,
such as developing and diversifying
our tourist attractions, enhancing
ancillary facilities and alleviating
traffic congestion can strengthen
our attractiveness, it is essential that
we also provide sufficient software
support,” Yuen explained. “Moreover, I cannot stress strongly enough
that all visitors to Hong Kong, irrespective of their race or nationality,
should be made to feel welcome.
We can all serve as tourism ambassadors by being hospitable and
courteous to all who come to see
our great city.”
The Mainland’s potential
Speaking on the sustainable
development of the tourism industry, Dr Dai Bin, President of the
China Tourism Academy, said:
“Tourists today are increasingly
sophisticated travellers, so to woo
visitors, countries are relaxing their
entry requirements increasingly for

Mainland tourists, which is providing them with more destination
choices. This is clearly evident if
you look at the development of our
neighbouring markets, and reinforces the need for Hong Kong to
step up its investments in tourism
and innovation.”
He pointed out that the China
Tourism Academy expects China to
be classified as a moderately welloff society by 2020, when Mainland
residents are expected to take an
average of five trips per year, over
200 million of which will be outbound trips.
Chairman of China National
Tourism Administration Li Jin-

zao said the opportunity for more
Mainland visitors to come to Hong
Kong will increase with the completion of major infrastructure projects
currently underway.
“With the completion of the
Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong
Express Rail Link and Hong KongZhuhai-Macao Bridge, major cities within the Pearl River Delta
Region will all be within one-hour’s
driving distance. Therefore, it is
important for all concerned to foster
regional cooperation between Hong
Kong, Zhuhai and Macao to boost
tourism.”

V

we are trying to convert this issue
into an opportunity for the private
sector.”

incent Piket, Head of the
European Office to Hong
Kong and Macao, disagrees
with the pessimistic view that the
media often paints of Europe’s
economy. Despite facing the most
challenging crisis of its history, he
said the European Union (EU) is
starting to get back in shape.
“Back at 2012, everyone said that
the eurozone was in serious danger
and feared that the EU will break
up,” he told members at the Chamber’s roundtable luncheon on 12
October. “Although it hasn’t been
easy, today we have managed to
reassure the public that the market
and the economy is again stable.”

Economic policy
Boosting investment remains
a challenge for the EU. The actual
investment trend from 2009 until
today is much lower than expected.
To address this issue, investment
incentives have been rolled out to
attract more businesses to the continent.
Two days after Piket addressed
members, the European Commission announced the EU’s new foreign trade and investment strategy
entitled “Trade for All: Towards a

The EU’s GDP is forecast to
grow at 1.3% this year and 1.9%
in 2016. Unemployment has been
going down slowly, but it remains
the Achilles’ heel of many member
nations.
“The global economic uncertainties will affect the EU. These include
slow economic growth, especially
in emerging economies, and external events such as the refugee and
immigration crisis,” said Piket. “Climate change is also a problem, and

more responsible trade and investment policy.” Based on three key
principles: effectiveness, transparency and values, this new strategy aims to boost job creation and
enable as many people as possible to
benefit from trade.
Other multilateral trade frameworks that the EU has formed
include the WTO trade facilitation
agreement, FTAs, TTIP, and investment agreement talks with China.
Piket said that policy changes will

reform labour markets, reduce redtape, and remove barriers between
member states. The creation of the
European Fund for Strategic Investment (EFSI) is also expected to woo
more foreign investors.
EU investment plan
The EU is the world’s largest
economy, representing over 20%
of world GDP. It is also the world’s
most open region for FDI, and
reports indicate that the attractiveness is expected to further increase.
A large part of its attraction is that
investors can benefit from the free
movement of capital and also the
single market.
The EU is currently the third
largest source of FDI for Hong
Kong, after the Mainland and British Virgin Islands, while Hong Kong
is the fifth biggest source of FDI in
the EU. The number of investments
into the EU coming though Hong
Kong has increased significantly in
recent years, as Mainland firms use
the Hong Kong platform to invest
overseas.
“We continue to see Hong Kong’s
role in generating Hong Kong and
Mainland private sector investment
growing,” he said, adding that he
expects this to gain momentum as
the “Belt and Road” drives activity
between the EU and China.
Although there is still a long
way to go for the EU, more people
are seeing positive growth and are
convinced that the region is moving in the right direction. Piket said
Europe provides interesting and stable investment opportunities, and
with new investment incentives and
supporting policies being rolled out,
he is convinced the EU is well and
truly back on track.
Members can
watch this talk on
HKGCC Mobile
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Europe – Back on Track

One-Stop 3D Printing Solutions

T

wenty members of the Industry & Technology Committee
visited the Hong Kong Productivity Council’s newly established 3D Printing One on 19 October to learn more about 3D printing
technology, software and facilities.
Members also explored how 3D
printing can be adopted in various
industry sectors.

Finance Transformation
es of a profit centre

Adopting the disciplin

M

ost finance transformation efforts are focused
on achieving a specified
level of finance cost as a percentage of revenue. However, when
this becomes the primary means of
determining finance’s performance,
Nilanjana Pal, Senior Executive
Advisor with CEB Finance Leadership Council, said it leads to poor
finance transformation decisions.
“We found that the best companies approach finance transformation in a fundamentally different
way: they treat finance as if it were
a profit center,” he told members
at the Chamber seminar. “These
finance teams measure performance
and allocate resources based on the
return on investment and risk mitigated by their finance services, not
simply the cost to serve.”
The nature of finance work has
shifted dramatically in the past decade. Finance’s governance-based
work – accounting, auditing, budgeting – has become table stakes for
successful performance, while the
business demand for guidancebased support – advanced analytics,
business case development, planning – has increased rapidly.
Simultaneously, the growing
complexity of many corporations
from increased M&A and overseas
expansion is making governancebased and guidance-based work
more challenging (and expensive). This leaves finance in an
unwinnable situation: finance
chiefs are being asked to provide significantly more analytical support to the business in
an environment with materially higher complexity, while
reducing finance costs as a
percentage of revenue. To
balance this equation,
76% of CFOs engage
in some type of
“finance transformation” project, such
as large IT invest-

ments, shared services implementation, and outsourcing.
Less than 1/3 of finance
transformation projects succeed
According to research conducted
by CEB, only 30% of transformation projects deliver the forecasted
qualitative and quantitative benefits
outlined in the business case and
sustain the majority of cost savings
for two years post-implementation.
From the research, it has shown
how these elite finance teams do
differently and found that the usual
suspects of centralization, automation, and process improvement
were not the secrets to their success.
There are three elements mentioned
in the seminar that distinguish successful transformations.
Complexity drives most
finance costs, not revenue

The right first step to successful finance transformation is
to measure the cost and impact of
finance services based on peers that
face the same degree of business
complexity (e.g., geographic scope,
number of technology systems,
legal entities etc.). However, at most
companies, finance cost targets are
based on a narrow set of inputs that
overweight revenue size and industry peer groups and underweight

the role of business complexity.
CEB’s research has found that complexity is twice as important as revenue size in explaining total finance
department costs.
Adopting the disciplines of
a profit centre in finance

The best finance teams
adopt a profit centre mindset by viewing finance activities
as a set of products or services
provided to (internal) customers.
Finance leaders not only assign a
cost to each service provided but
also measure the value that each
service delivers to these internal
customers. Rather than treating
all finance services the same and
spreading the finance budget thin,
the best finance transformations
invest heavily in areas of highest
return and eliminate low- value services offered to the business.
Do not mistake business
partner satisfaction for
high-impact finance

Most (80%) finance teams
still treat quantitative and qualitative business feedback as the core
measure of their impact and 90%
of teams strive for universal internal
customer satisfaction. The problem
with this approach is that the business will often tell Finance that all
of its services are critical, whether
used frequently or not. Further, delighting all customers runs counter to
a profit center mentality.
Knowing this, the best
teams use other means
to quantify the value of
their services, such as
estimating the degree
of “investment regret”
that business partners
have following financial
decision support or how
much risk particular services mitigate.

F

Going Green

orty Chamber members visited the Courtyard by Marriott
Hong Kong Sha Tin on 24 September to learn why its green building design was awarded the platinum
rating in the “Building Environmental Assessment Method.”
“We are the largest Courtyard by
Marriott hotel in Asia by number of
rooms and the second largest in the
brand’s global portfolio,” said Peter
Sih, General Manager, of the hotel.
“While providing a refreshing environment for guests, we have incorporated many green concepts into
the building design and made use
of innovative technologies to reduce
energy consumption.”

The hotel won the “Golden
Award” in the 2014 CLP GREENPLUS Recognition Award in the
hotel category, and subsequently
the Prestige Honor Award in 2015
for its efforts to put green measures
into practice.
Tony Leung, Director of Engineering, explained that automatic
mechanical ventilation and air conditioning (MVAC) control systems
can adjust the temperature in rooms
based on the seasons, as well as temperatures and humidity levels on
any given day. As a result, the hotel
has reduced energy consumption in
occupied hotel rooms by 60% over
2014’s usage.

Sharing Philosophies of Life

“K

nowing what to do and what you love to
do is important when you are young,” said
Viveca Chan, founder and CEO of WE Marketing Group. “I was lucky that I discovered my interest
in marketing at university and tried to gain more experience by working part-time at a newspaper.”
Speaking at the Women Executives Club breakfast
meeting on 29 September, she said that initial experience helped her build her career. Following her heart
and doing what she believed to be right allowed her to
build a strong reputation in the Mainland’s PR industry.
China’s economy was growing rapidly when she
founded WE Marketing Group in 2005. Besides being
in the right time at the right place, she said you also
need to be persistent in working towards your goals.
“Believe in yourself and be persistent in what you see –
even if others have a different point of view,” she said.
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